Barkeep – FAQ – 2-for-1 Sales Items
How do I correctly set up 2-for-1 Sales Items?
The key is in creating Recipes correctly. Below are instructions and examples that will show you how to set up
and 2-for-1 Sales Items.
Example – 2-for-1 Rum & Coke
In this example we show the difference between two Sales Items and Recipes using Barton Gold Rum. There is
the regular Sales Items called Well Rum & Coke
and a special 2-1 Well Rum & Coke.

The Quantity
in the Recipe in the Sales
Item 2-1 Well Rum & Coke is 4 oz.
That is because the one sale is for two
cocktails (e.g., 4 ounces of Barton Gold
Rum will be used to make the two
cocktails).
In any 2-for-1 Sales Item you would double
the quantities of all Items in the Recipe

Note: To generate Barkeep Reports correctly, you must create a separate Sales Item for the 2-for-1 version of
any Sales Item.
Below is an example of an incorrect 2-for-1 Recipe where the quantity is only 2 ounces.
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2-for-1 Rum & Coke
The sample Sales Data shows a Sales Count of 70 for Well Rum & Coke and 214 for 2-1 Well Rum & Coke.
That would mean that you actually served 498 Well Rum & Cokes (i.e., 70 + 214x2 = 498).

Now review the Pour Cost Details based on this Sales Data:
• The Sales Count (284) is correct.
• Based on the Sales Count for the Sales Items with correct Recipes using Barton Gold Rum, your
Expected Usage is 33.16 bottles.
• And, based on the Inventories that were factored into this Report, the Actual Usage was 33.16 bottles.
Perfect!
• Next look at the incorrect example. If you were using an incorrect Recipe like the one shown on the
previous page, your Expected Usage would predict you would use only 20.5 bottles
instead of 33.16
bottles.

Important: It is crucial that your 2-for1 Recipes specify the amount of liquor used to make two drinks.
continue to next page
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What about 2-for-1 Beer?
The same principal applies. Note the Sales Item for 2-1 Budweiser Btl. The Recipe has a Quantity of 2 bottles.
When you are charging customers for one bottle but serving two, you must specify two bottles in the Recipe.

Reminder: To generate Barkeep Reports correctly, you must create a separate Sales Item for the 2-for-1
version of any Sales Item.
What about 2-for-1 Draft Beer?
In your Recipes for Draft Beer Sales Items you specify a quantity in ounces, for example, 16 ounces for a pint.
If you have a Sales Item such as 2-1 Draft Budweiser, your Recipe would specify 32 ounces because you serve
two pints.
Will 2-for-1 drinks impact my Pour Cost?
Yes. Basically for every 2-for-1 drink special you sell, you are selling twice as much as liquor for the same price.
So if 2-for-1 specials are a significant portion of your sales, you will see an increase in Pour Cost.
The Pour Cost Details you can review with BarkeepOnline allow you to look at the actual Pour Cost for each
individual Item you serve. You can compare the Pour Cost for different Items. You can also focus on Items you
include in 2-for-1 drinks and other specials.

See the BarkeepOnline User Guide for additional instructions.
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